
CS-639 Building User Interfaces, Fall 2019, Professor Mutlu 

Assignments — Week 09 | Design | Design Patterns 
Design patterns are general, reusable solutions to commonly occurring problems in design. As in city 
planning and architecture, design patterns in UX development involve a hierarchy of patterns, starting at 
the conceptual level down to the low-level implementation of a component. van Welie & van der Veer 
suggested six levels: business purpose, posture level, experience level, task level, and action level. These 
levels make up a framework that helps designers analyze patterns in existing designs and utilize pattern to 
generate designs, following a top-down design process. In this assignment, you will use this framework to 
do both in the context of mobile fitness/calorie-tracking applications. First, you will identify an existing 
system (see this link for an example list) and analyze the patterns used in its design. Second, you will use 
the framework to start designing your React Native 3 deliverable—a mobile fitness/calorie-tracking app. 
Below are the levels of the framework for reference. 
 

 

Levels of Pattern Languages in Interaction Design 

Business Purpose. Conceptual design that captures the role that the design plays in user's life, i.e., the 
mission of the application, e.g., "helping users achieve fitness goals." 

Posture-Level Patterns. The structure that an application follows, i.e., what type of application it is, e.g., 
"a calorie tracking app," "a a step counter app," or "a life coaching app." 

Experience-Level Patterns. The user goals that make up the user experience that the application 
supports, e.g., activity tracking, coaching, and reviewing. 

Task-Level Patterns. Design solutions that help users accomplish sequences of actions that make up user 
tasks, e.g., logging a meal, capturing a run, or completing a workout. 

Action-Level Patterns. Design solutions that support the actions taken to complete the steps(s) of the 
user's task, e.g., a "start" button to initiate activity tracking, a selectable list entry for a food item. 

 
 
Step 1. Analyze an Existing Design. In this step, you will identify a mobile fitness/calorie-tracking 
application. Before you settle on an application, study the landscape of applications (e.g., search online) 
and choose an app that you think is well designed and clearly have patterns that you can analyze. For 
example, you should be able to easily identify the business purpose by looking at the developer’s website 
for the app or on the App Store/Google Play. Find/capture 3–5 screenshots that illustrate the main features 
of the app. There are two deliverables in this step. First, provide below your analysis of the patterns at each 
level below in the same way we have done in class using the analysis template (download PDF, PPTX, 



Keynote versions, or use the drawing below). Second, annotate the screenshots to highlight the task- and 
action-level patterns you can identify. You should be able to find at least 5 patterns for the Task Level and 
another 5 for the  Action Level. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Annotated screenshots 
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Step 2. Generate Design. In this step, you will follow the top-down design process using pattern 
languages to generate a lo-fi prototype design for your React Native deliverable. Although the deliverable 
will be constrained by the requirements of each React Native assignment, you will still be able to carry over 
some of your ideas from this assignment to your deliverable. To complete this step, using the template you 
used above, start making design decisions about your application, starting from the top and moving to the 
bottom. Consider what you want the mission (business purpose) of your app to be, what type of app it 
should be, and so on. Should it be motivational, providing messages to keep up the good work during the 
day, or more technical making sure that users are given detailed breakdowns of micronutrients? Outline 
your decisions in the analysis template below. Next, informed by your design decisions, create 3–5 (hand-
drawn or digitally generated) wireframes of your envisioned application to show the task- and action-level 
components and annotate them to highlight the patterns. You should try to define 5 patterns in each 
category.  

 
 

 

Annotated screenshots 
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